
We are excited to be partnering with and hosting Ed Ras from Horn of America at this year’s     

Original Sewing & Quilt Expo (OSQE), October 13 - 14 - 15, 2022 at the Sharonville Convention   

Center. 

If you are thinking of purchasing a piece of sewing furniture, this is the perfect time to do so.   

Having the right sewing cabinet, along with a quality chair, makes all the difference, providing you 

the comfort you deserve to do what you love… creating. 

There are five points to consider when selecting your ideal cabinet:  

1) How large is your sewing space? 

 Measure your room or dedicated creative space. Space is important to get the most out of the 

 cabinet you select. 

2) What size machine do you own? 

 What are your current needs? Are you looking to upgrade to a new larger machine like the 

 Bernina 770 QE or 880e models, Janome M7 or M17, the Brother Luminaire or the Baby Lock 

 Solaris one day?  These new larger machines need a 31” opening and Horn has 8 models to  

 accommodate those needs. Horn also offers a selection of cabinets that fit small and midsize 

 machines as well. 

3) Do you share your creative space?  

 You might consider a cabinet with doors that close or a certain finish to match the room you 

 work in. 

4) Do you need a large work surface?  

 Do you work on large quilts that require space to cut, piece and iron, or do you want space 

 for a second machine? 

5) Would you like the option to sit or stand while creating? 

  Horn offers a selection of height adjustable cabinets and a counter height version as well.   

Purchasing furniture at the expo is the best time to save $100’s if not $1,000’s on sewing furniture.   

Stop by  Booth 505 and check out the offerings from Kramer’s/Horn of America at this year’s OSQE 

show at the Sharonville Convention Center, October 13-15. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

PS: Ask us about our Floor Model Bonanza! 
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